Risk. Compliance. Governance.
A data governance, risk and compliance tool designed to make
the complicated requirements for data inventory uncomplicated.
Repeatable, auditable and easy to use. A modular tool that can
scale with your needs from day one of your journey to stress free
compliance up to the granular tasks like management of Subject
Access Requests and ongoing impact assessments.

DATA INVENTORY
Building the foundation for security and privacy.
Compliance for any information security standard starts with your data inventory. Data should be
assessed for potential risk and ongoing requirements whether it is stored on a laptop hard drive,
on paper, in the cloud or in a filing cabinet.
You will also need to store and access sharing agreements you hold with any third parties who
process your data. To do that you need a tool to automate manual processes to give a detailed,
accurate data inventory breakdown available whenever needed.

SUBJECT REQUESTS
It is their data, let them see it.
Once your data is properly inventoried and managed within our tool,
responding to subject access requests is made simple and easy.
Respond quickly and accurately to requests with granular reports
available on each data asset and a built-in search function. No need
to use expensive plugins to connect to your contact centre. The
solution integrates with your existing solution and can scale to meet
demand.
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IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Consistency in your privacy approach and reporting.
Even small organisations need to regularly update the list of third-parties who may need access to a
data source or add new data assets to the register. When your data inventory exists in one hub,
privacy risk assessments are consistent and readily available to give you a real time report into the
cost and risk of keeping your data in its current environment.
With integrated supplier registers, supplier assessments and screening you can be sure that your
data access is controlled, compliant and secure.

LOGS, DASHBOARD & REPORTING
Understand your risk posture at a glance.
Thanks to the automation tools available within the solution, users can see a single view of data
assets, risks and open case actions. With rich dashboards which can be customised to your
needs.
Users are empowered to work in a process driven, compliant manner as all data is auditable end
to end and held to consistent levels of scrutiny and accountability. With breach reporting
integrated into a solution, you can quickly assess and improve based on real-world breakdowns
of incidents.

MODULAR EXTENSIONS
Scale and evolve your solution to fit your needs.
Organisations will have varying levels of requirements based on the
standards they wish to follow. This solution is built with a modular
architecture to ensure every organisation can achieve their
compliance ambitions while remaining cost effective.
With extensions such as deeper Risk Management, Systems
Management, Auditing, Policy Lifecycle Management and Training
Management complyThing is a long-term solution built to grow with
your business.
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